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Fireman carry wrestling move

In: Powerbombs, Professional wrestling moves Share Firefighter's transport powerbomb is a Powerbomb of professional wrestling. Description The wrestler lifts the opponent to his shoulders, the fireman's carrying position. The wrestler holds the opponent's close leg with one hand and his head with the other. They then push up the
opponent's upper body and turn them around at the same time, confronting the wrestler. The wrestler then sits down or stays up. He can also wrap his hands around the opponent's upper feet. Mammoth Sasaki is used in an Airplane spin sitout variation of this movement. See also powerbombs professional wrestling moves that are
available under Community content CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Keep Your Basket Shopping Jump into the content as mentioned in previous articles, 2-on-1 Russian tie, keep it extremely versatile when it comes to takedowns. The ability to stay out of your opponent's body while putting significant pressure on their limbs cannot
be overstated. While the tie itself is useful, it can show your creativity on a chain mat along with established takedowns. Considering a certain ad closeness to the limb of one legs, but what if you were to take something as beloved as carrying the firefighter and replace it with 2-on-1? Your question will soon be answered as Olympic
wrestler Georgi Ivanov shows a unique reverse firefighter carrying a 2-on-1 tie in the following video: The 2-on-1 Tie Ivanov approach to carrying this firefighter is to use a 2-on-1 tie to establish external control. It's a fiber in his motion set (as shown on his teaching DVD), but with a grip on the body the collar tie begins to peel off his
opponent's hand and extend out the arm. His signature is to take a 2-on-1, use his close arm and pull the lever up while shifting his fore arms over the elbow and under the armpor. This variation differs from the first variation in the far side having higher control rather than keeping its arm down the venk. Regardless of the approach, it
should be tight with a wide pressure on the shoulder to lower the posture of the 2-on-1 opponent. Would you like Master All-Things 2-on-1? Click Learn More! LEARN MORE PENETRATION To make this move, your opponent's near leg must be forward. If not, drag to reveal steps and movements. After they are positioned, step forward
and raise the frame with the near side arm to create additional space. With your back leg, step behind the opponent as your knee bends and you catch the opponent's leg with your far side. Ivanov has the side of his head against his opponent's chest tightly by squeezing his arm. This is where variation becomes different from traditional
firefighter transport. Normally, you hit the transport the firefighter carries by putting it on your shoulders in the opponent's pocket. In contrast, Ivanov still has external positioning even if he reaches throughout Finish A normal firefighter transport is completed on the shoulders bringing the opponent and mating. When entering, you pull the
lever down and use your head as a directional indicator. Ivanov's reverse fireman's transport lays the opponent on his back, but instead of being laterally above their heads, he takes them back. After steping behind the opponent and pulling his leg to the other side of his body, Ivanov uses head pressure against his chest as he pulls his
arm to drive the opponent over his arm. The general premise is the same as when a normal firefighter carries it, but the direction they go is different. A 2-on-1 draw can lead to a successful hit if you chain it effectively. Georgi Ivanov proves this concept by using the tie to easily install the firefighter's transport from reverse fire. Try 2-on-1
and see how you can make ordinary moves extraordinary. TAKE NOW Listing professional wrestling shots is the practice of professional wrestling techniques that involve lifting and throwing opponents until they throw professional wrestling or bumping them down. They are sometimes also called power maneuvers, they are to emphasize
the power of a wrestler. Many of these moves are used by many wrestlers as finishers. Many maneuvers are known by several different names. Professional wrestlers often give new names finisher (usually a signature move that results in a win) reflecting their trick. Transactions are listed under general categories when possible.
Armbreaker Is part of the body of an armbreaker wrestler, any movement that usually slams the opponent's arm against a knee or shoulder. Diving armbreaker A wrestler ropes dive and lands on the opponent's arm. The double knee-arming Wrestler grabs one of the opponent's arms, jumps and ties his two knees to the opponent's
stretched arm. If the wrestler lays on his back, he pushes the opponent's arm into both arms, thereby hurting him. Arm dragging A move that the wrestler uses to the disadvantage of the opponent's momentum. The wrestler ties the opponent's arm and turns them into a mat. The wrestler can roll on his side to give the movement extra
momentum. Japanese arm dragging This movement is carried out as the opponent runs towards the wrestler who is looking at them. When the opponent is in range, the wrestler ties the opponent's close arm with both hands and falls backwards, forcing the wrestler into his own momentum, causing them to turn forward over the wrestler's
head and towards his back. Despite its name, it actually comes not Mexican lucha libre, but Japanese purore. The over-the-shoulder arm drag captures the wrestler's arm, then turns in the other direction and pulls the opponent by the shoulder. In fact, judobulunan ippon seoi nage is the same. Tilt-a-whirl arm dragging An arm drag that
sees the wrestler rotate in an oblique-a- whirl in front of the opponent's body, then ending with an arm dragging. This arm dragging hand cart sees the wrestler held hold a wheelbarrow of the opponent, and then goes over the shoulder arm drag as he frees the opponent's waist legs. It was used by AJ Lee as the TransitionAl Movement.
Arm tightening An arm squeeze or rotating wristband is a movement to grab the opponent's wrist with both hands and bend over the head of the wrestler to rotate the arm around the wrist, or enough power to turn the matte opponent or hyperrotate the joints while just standing. When used as a hold, the wrestler usually pulls the arm for
additional effect. Atomic fall A movement in which the wrestler gets behind his opponent, then puts his head under the opponent's shoulder. They then lift the opponent up and first leave a tailbone on the wrestler's knee. It is known as Lucha Libre Silla Eléctrica (Spanish for electric chair) of Mexico. The reverse atom is called a
dropperiodic Manhattan Drop, a movement in which the wrestler puts his head under the opponent's shoulder and lifts the opponent up, and then the wrestler knee first falls into their lower abdomen or groin. While this move is an indirect low blow, it is considered a legal move because the groin is not a target. Sitout sees the full nelson
atom drop apply to the heat better known as the full nelson bomb, this movement wrestles then hold the full nelson to the opponent. The wrestler then lifts the opponent into the air and falls into a seated position, pushing the opponent's tailbone towards the first minye. This move is used by Bubba Ray Dudley, nicknamed This Bubba
Bomb/Bully Bomb. Main article of Backbreaker: Backbreaker Means a backbreaker professional wrestling move in which a wrestler bends backwards against the opponent's back blows or part of the wrestler's body, usually falling to an opponent in the knee. [1] The back body drops a back body drop or background (sometimes called a
shoulder throw back), a wrestler leans forward or crouches in front of the opponent in a motion, grabs the opponent's hold and stands up, up and again and leaving them behind. It is often applied to a rechargeable opponent. In Japan, a ground is a term for what is called a belly-to-back suplex in America, so in Japan, it is called throwing
shoulders. Mountain bomb refurbished by Hiroyoshi Tenzan. This movement sees your opponent run towards the wrestler. The wrestling ducks stand up with one of their arms hooked on one of the opponent's legs and fall backwards, turning the opponent and wearing them first towards the minye, the wrestler lands on top of the
opponent. Biel throw wrestler stands slightly on the side of his opponent, grab the opponent by the nape of the single or double collar tie, and throws forward, causing the opponent to turn it on his back. This is considered a very basic technique, so it is a fundamental forward rolling decline It is commonly called a biel lump and is mostly
used by very large wrestlers to emphasize power and power over delicacy. Brainbuster Austin Aries brainbusters Mark Haskins. Main item: Brainbuster Is a movement that puts a wrestler front facelock opponent in a brainbuster, hooks their tights and lifts them up as if making a vertical suplex. The wrestler then jumps and falls on their
backs to land on their heads while the opponent remains vertical. Bulldog A bulldog, originally known as bulldogging or bulldogging headlock or headlock jawbreaker, grabs the head of a wrestling opponent and moves forward, so that the wrestler lands, usually in a sitting position, and drives the opponent's face into the mat. [2] This
movement plus some other variations are sometimes called a facebuster. Cobra clutch bulldog Wrestler applies a cobra clutch and then leaps forward, falling into a sitting position and driving the opponent's face to the ground. Main article in Cutter: Cutter A cutter is a three-quarter facelock bulldog. As he looks away from the opponent, he
sees that the opponent is facing each other face-to-face, why push the opponent face-to-face before the opponent first comes face-to-face towards the mivry (pulling the opponent's jaw back and holding the opponent's head, thereby pulling the opponent's jaw over the wrestler's shoulder) before falling backwards (sometimes after running
forward first). Diving bulldog Wrestler jumps turnbuckle behind the opponent. Then applies a headlock, driving the opponent's face into the minye. Diving leg drop bulldog also known as diving Famouser. He sees the wrestler jump off one of the ropes or jump off the top turbayır, dropping a leg on the back of the neck of an opponent
leaning forward. The move became popular with John Cena as one of his signature moves. The firefighter's carrying bulldog The attacking wrestler takes the opponent in the carrying of the firefighter. The wrestler then continues by holding his opponent's legs with one arm and applying a headlock with the other arm in a similar way to an
airstrike accident. From here, the attacking wrestler bends in the opposite direction and returns quickly, throwing the opponent's legs out and grabbing the opponent's head, falling down the mat, forcing them to drop the first hundred into a bulldog position. The move is used by TNA wrestler James Storm, who is nicknamed the Eight
Second Ride. Full nelson bulldog starts with the wrestler holding a full nelson opponent. The wrestler then falls on his forward back or seating position and fronts the opponent for the first time. The move was popular with Jillian Hall. Half nelson bulldog wrestler hold his opponent with one arm and jumps forward to a sitting position,
hooking the opponent's face to the ground, then jumping forward to the other opponent's waist, then into a sitting position. This movement is also called an incorrect faceplant, it is a different movement The inverted bulldog the attacking wrestler stands side by side and looks slightly behind the opponent, facing in the opposite direction,
then jumps in the air and falls into a seated position, driving the opponent's neck- and back-to-first mat. In another variation, the attacker runs towards the opponent and executes the movement. This is often called a lariat takedown. Knee drop bulldog wrestler is a version that involves placing a knee on the opponent's neck on a bent
base, then landing on the opponent's upper body, leaving to force the opponent's lower madabe. There is also a diving version. Leg drop bulldog Wrestler jumps in the air and uses a leg to push it down an opponent's head by leaning forward, which drives the opponent face-first into the mat. The move was called The Ace Crusher II by
Johnny Ace and later became popular with Billy Gunn, who named him Famouser (also used by Dolph Ziggler) or Fame-Ass-Er. Marty Jannetty first performed a motion version known as a rocker droplet, in which he applied an ankle lock to his opponent. Kelly Kelly then accepted the same variation as the maneuver to finish her, calling
K2. Reverse leg drop bulldog Melina Alicia Fox performs an inverted leg drop bulldog This reverse version sees the aggressive wrestler drop the opponent behind their heads, as the reverse bulldog is made. This can be achieved by first holding the opponent in an inverted face lock or simply grabbing the opponent and barely sitting back,



lifting his far (or sometimes inside) leg, leaving the leg on the opponent's head and sitting position, kneeling or in a split-legged position, and pinning it to the needle. WWE wrestler Melina popularized the move. One-handed bulldog Chris Jericho performs one-handed bulldog on Booker T. A one-handed bulldog is actually more of a
facebuster than a real bulldog and usually sees a wrestler run behind his opponent, grab the opponent's head with one hand and leap forward. Kenny Omega used a variation called Kotaro Krusher and jumped 6 feet off the canvas before hitting the bulldog. Reverse bulldog Standing next to or behind an opponent, the attacking wrestler
leaps, grabs the opponent's head and pulls backwards, resulting in both people supine landing. WWE wrestler Dolph Ziggler uses the move, which he called Zig Zag. The slinging bulldog is similar to an executioner, where the wrestler catches a side headlock opponent, running towards any set of ropes. The wrestler then jumps on them
and drives the opponent's jaw/face into the upper rope, bulldogs. The wrestler will eventually be seated either on the standing field or outside the apron or ring. The same manoeuvre can be used to a cornered opponent (ring/out-facing). Drive their faces into the top turnbuckle. The rotating bulldog wrestler stands on the side of the
opponent and applies a side headlock. The wrestler then turns around a circle and falls into a seated position, driving the opponent face-first into the mat. Springboard bulldog Trish Stratus hits victoria stratusfaction (springboard bulldog). The wrestler applies a headlock to the opponent, then runs towards the ropes and bounces, making
the opponent stare and into the cushion. WWE Hall of Famer Trish Stratus is popular in this movement and is known as Stratusfaction and bo-dog by Bo Dallas. Two-handed bulldog The wrestler places both hands behind the opponent's head, then falls into a seated position and slams the opponent's face into the canvas. Another
variation sees the wrestler putting a hand behind the opponent's head and falls back into the other, then into a bulldog. WWE Hall of Famer Mick Foley used the move as his signature act. Wheelbarrow bulldog This bulldog sees the opponent holding a wheelbarrow bodyscis wrestler. The wrestler then falls down if he still scissors his legs
to the opponent's waist and pushes the canvas against the palm. As they get rebounded back to the opponent, the attacker releases his legs, quickly places his hand behind the opponent's head and goes for a bulldog. Bulldog is usually one-handed instead of a headlock bulldog. The thaps A manap or sling-in-the-way thape is usually a
shot that starts with the opponent on their backs, and the wrestler standing and looking at them. The wrestler ties each of the opponent's legs to one of his arms, then falls backwards and turns the opponent into a turnbuckle, ladder, rope, mat, etc. This can also be held for a backbreaker. Chokeslam Main item: Chokeslam A chokeslam
wrestler slams any body that grabs his opponent's neck, lifts them and slams them into the minye, causing them to land on their backs. The movement is used by a large number of wrestlers, often large ones depicting monster characters. This movement of iron claw slam is done in the same style as a chokeslam, but instead the wrestler
grabs the opponent with a clawhold. Rowan uses the move as a finisher and Lars Sullivan as a signature. This movement of under armped slams is done in the same style as a chokeslam, but instead the wrestler grabs the opponent by his armpor and slams them in the mat, causing them to land on their backs. Cobra clutch slam This
slam places a wrestler in a cobra clutch opponent and then lifts the opponent into the air according to his neck before jumping backwards, falling face down or into the sitting position, driving the opponent to the mat before back. The move was popular with Ted DiBiase Jr. Jinder Mahal uses this movement as Khallas. DDT Main Article:
DDT Animated DDT movement is an innovative move by DDT Jake Snake Roberts and sticks the opponent's head into a front facelock and retreats, lying down the opponent's head towards the mat. The cobra clutch driver The wrestler stands behind the opponent and applies a cobra clutch to the opponent by placing one of his hands
around the opponent's neck after it is caught in the opponent's arm. He then scoops the opponent's close leg with his other arm and lifts the opponent up, flips the opponent over and then kneels or sits down, pushing the opponent towards the mat around his neck. Another variation is that attacking wrestlers apply a pump handle before
applying this technique and are used by wrestlers such as Jinder Mahal. The electric chair driver is also known as the wildcard driver, this variation of a driver, the wrestler lifts the opponent on his shoulders in an electric chair seating position and then holds the opponent and pulls him/her on his shoulders as he falls into a sitting position
and falls into a sitting position down the mat, while the opposing wrestler lands upper back and neck between his legs, facing him, often resulting in a needle. The one-handed variation is used by Kenny Omega, known as the One-Winged Angel. This move was renewed by fisherman driver Shiro Koshinaka and the samurai driver was
named finisher as '94. The wrestler places the opponent in a front face lock and connects one of the opponent's legs with his free arm. The wrestler then lifts the opponent upside down or on his shoulders and then sits down, lying between his opponent's legs, between his head and shoulders. This driver's wrist-clutch variation sees the
wrestler lift the opponent to his shoulders, and when the opponent is on his shoulders, he uses his hand to hold the wrist of the arm opposite the hooked leg and extending the opponent's leg upwards. While protecting the wrist clutch, they perform the drive. There is another variation that does not include shoulder lifting, which sees the
wrestler hook his leg and wrist while standing in front of the opponent, lifting the opponent upside down and then falling into the sitting position. The move was popular with Krusher caller wrestler Low Ki. The cross-legged version is used by CIMA, who calls the Perfect Driver. Travis Banks also uses this move to search as a Kiwi Crusher.
This variation of the Wrist-Clutch Fisherman Driver includes grabbing and pulling from the opponent's wrist, then lifting it into the air, before falling on their backs, driving the opponent back to the ground head/neck. This shingo became popular as the Last Falconry by Takagi, now used as Dragon Son. Half nelson drive This was invented
by Kensuke Sasaki. The wrestler's stopping. after tripped over the opponent's arm, he puts his hands around the opponent's neck. They then scoop up the opponent's close leg with the other arm and lift the opponent up, turn the opponent over and then kneel or sit down, dragging the opponent towards the mat around his neck. Another
variation is to apply a pump lever before applying this technique to the attacking wrestler. This variation was used by Jordynne Grace (Grace Driver), Pénta El Zero M (Pénta Driver), Yoshi-Hashi (Karma), Shingo Takagi (MADE IN JAPAN) and many other wrestlers. Nick Aldis performing michinoku driver II on Christopher Daniels. Ayako
Hamada Daffney performs a Michinoku Driver II. Michinoku Driver II is innovative by Taka Michinoku, and is known as a technical sitout scoop slam stake driver. Facing his opponent, the wrestler reaches between his right arm and his opponent's legs and reaches for the opponent's neck with his left arm. They then lift the opponent up and
turn it over so that it is held upside down, as in a scoop stroke, before falling into the seating position, pushing the opponent first towards the matte neck and shoulder. Many people call the Michinoku Driver because the original Michinoku Driver is more frequently used. Michinoku Driver II-B Which is a variation of michinoku Driver II,
which stands behind the wrestler opponent, applies an inverse facelock, lifts them upside down, and then falls into a sitting position, driving down matte between the wrestler's legs first. This movement was also used by vampiro in the nail coffin. Samoan driver The attacking wrestler curtains an opponent over his shoulders in a firefighter's
carrying position and then takes hold of the opponent and pulls them down their shoulders and mats as they fall into a sitting position so that the opposing wrestler will look towards them, territory between the upper back and neck between his legs. A cross-legged and ankle clutch version of this movement is also available. It is used as the
final moves similar to the wheelbarrow facebuster of wrestlers such as Chris Sabin (Cradle Shock), Santos Escobar (Phantom Driver) and Susie (Panic Switch) Wheelbarrow driver, but instead of lowering his opponent's face to the first place, they drop his opponent between the wrestler's legs, facing them, lowering them to their upper
backs and neck. usually results in a needle. Electric chair fall The wrestler lifts the opponent in the electric chair position on his shoulders and then falls backwards, pushing the opponent backwards. There is also a driver, a facebuster and a suplex variation of movement. Facebreaker A facebreaker which is part of the wrestler's body, is
usually any movement that slams his opponent's face against the knee. Double knee facebreaker this includes facebreaker Facing the opponent, the wrestler put both hands on the opponent's head and then leaps both knees to bring them to the opponent's face. The wrestler then falls backwards to the mat, forcing the opponent to fall
forward and affect his open knees. The move was put forward by Phillip Michael Grant and later popularised by Chris Jericho. Bushi uses a diving variation called MX to dive the top rope to hit that double knee facebreaker. Liv Morgan's 201 Facebreaker (formerly Jersey Codebreaker) is a variation that stands 90 degrees from her
opponent, and she offers double knees or shins during landing. The reverse stomp facebreaker is also known as the Foot Stunner. The user applies a standing wrist lock to the opponent, then places his foot on the opponent's face and falls backwards, fores tying the opponent's face to his foot. This movement gail kim (called Eat Defeat),
Chuckie T (called Sole Food), Xavier Woods (called Lost in the Woods) and Enzo Amore used as a finish move by WWE recently began to use this movement as his finisher (called JawdonZo). The Colt Cabana movement (while naming it Eat The Feet) and Mia Yim also used it (called Seoul Food) as its signature movement. Knee shot
facebreaker Movement is a standard facebreaker that involves the wrestler facing an opponent and leaving the wrestler on his knee, grabbing him by the head or hair and pulling down the opponent's face. It is often used by a wrestler to stun an opponent and set him up for another move. Many other facebreakers use knees to do damage;
A variation sees the wrestler apply a side headlock standing and at the same time pull the forward opponent and shoot the wrestler's knee at the opponent's head. Shoulder facebreaker Also described as being on an executioner facebreaker or shoulder facebreaker, this facebreaker is made to take the head of the opponent back to the
shoulder of an attacking wrestler, before being made to pull the opponent's head back (while holding the opponent's head one) fluid motion by first forcing wrestlers exposed to the knee of wrestlers exposed to the knee in a knee as they fall down a knee. The single knee facebreaker is similar to a double knee facebreaker, but only with
one knee. Shawn Spears used the move to call it the perfect 10. Facebuster Main article: Facebuster A facebuster, also known as a faceplant, is any move that the wrestler is pressing his opponent's face down mat that does not involve a headlock or facelock. Fallaway slam ODB Roxxi performs a fallaway slam. Also known as tabletop
suplex. The wrestler lifts the opponent up so that he settles horizontally in the opponent's body and falls backwards, and why throws the opponent to mat first. This slam can either bridge into a needle or become a wrestler into another fallaway slam. This movement is sometimes used as a continuation movement that captures the
opponent's high cross body, to emphasize the strength of the wrestler. Fallaway moonsault slam Shows the wrestler grab an opponent like a fallaway slam but instead only throws the wrestler back, while hanging on to the opponent, a backflip does by hitting the first opponent into the mat during a top-of-the-chest descent. The attacker
can also choose to protect his opponent with a stroke after landing. The move was renewed by Scott Steiner and is currently used by Cameron Grimes primarily as opposed to a charge opponent performing a running cross body. This movement requires a great deal of low body strength and agility to perform as it can be dangerous for the
wrestler performing a back flip as he first lands his head and fails to rotate properly as a risk of serious injury. Carrying the firefighter Throws the main article: The carrying of the firefighter requires the wrestler to hold the opponent in place on both shoulders. Various shots can be made from this position. Airplane turn A wrestler lifts the
opponent to his shoulders and turns and turns until he turns heads and falls to the ground. The move was made famous especially by WWE Hall of Famer Gorilla Monsoon. Death Valley driver Derek Wylde executes a Death Valley driver who will put scotty O'Shea (green) with a painting. The movement, also known in Japan as the Valley
of Death Bomb, is carried out by a firefighter. The wrestler throws the opponent off his shoulders and falls in the direction the opponent's head is looking, lying on the opponent's head or back into the mat. It's similar to the firefighter's transport takeover, to put more emphasis on targeting the neck. It was renewed by Death Valley driver
Louie Spicolli (although ETsuko accepted Mita as a DVD creator). Kazuchika Okada uses this movement as Heavy Rain. The Reverse Death Valley driver, also known as The Victorian Driver or Burning Hammer, is executed from the shelf position of an Argentine backbreaker in this movement. The wrestler then falls to the side and drags
the opponent's head towards the mat. This is considered an extremely dangerous move, as the opponent cannot roll with the natural acceleration of movement to absorb the body effect. As a cut-throat variation of this drive, instead of holding the opponent's body, a wrestler grabs the opponent's far arm in the opponent's own throat and
protects it by grabbing the opponent's wrist before performing the reverse Death Valley drive. The Reverse Death Valley Driver was renewed by Kotetsu Yamamoto in the 1970s but popularized by Kenta Kobashi as the Burning Hammer. Michael Elgin uses a sit-out variation of Burning Hammer to keep his opponent from hurting his head
or neck, and tyler Reks' Burning Hammer saw him turn the opponent into their stomachs. effect (such as an inverse Firefighter's Carry Takeover). Side Death Valley driver is a variation between the regular Death Valley driver and the reverse one. On the shoulders of the opposing wrestler, on his side, in reverse or in the same direction as
the wrestler, the wrestler is confronted by holding the opponent by the lower leg and either the head or lower arm. The wrestler then falls to the side, during which his opponent first drives to the mat shoulder and length. Cesaro has used the move several times and is now using it as a signature move called Swissblade. Attacking the
firefighter's transport heat, the wrestler first lifts his opponent over his shoulders in a firefighter's carrying position. The attacking wrestler then resists the opponent by nitreting the opponent forward and his body. The wrestler can land in a kneeling or crouched position. The move was used by Mojo Rawley. The firefighter carries the flow of
emeralds The wrestler performs the firefighter's transport from a standing position, then swings the opponent and drops them into the Emerald Stream. The movement is used by Hiromu Takahashi as a Dynamite Piston. The firefighter's carrying headlock elbow drop performs the wrestler carrying the firefighter from a standing position,
then throws the opponent off his shoulders and falls into a Headlock Elbow Drop. It is currently used as GTW by Hirooki Goto. Firefighter carry slam Wade Barrett Randy Orton is preparing to perform a firefighter transport slam wrestler curtains a rival on his shoulders in a firefighter's carrying position first. The wrestler then grabs the
opponent's butt and arm hanging on the front and leans forward, pulling the opponent over their heads and shoulders and hitting the ground on their backs in front of the wrestler. A rolling firefighter's carrying shot is a variation that sees the wrestler holding the opponent and running forward before hitting the ground, using the momentum
to roll over the opponent. A swinging leghook firefighter carrying slam is another variation involving a wrestler holding an opponent's wrist while put his head under the opponent's chest. Then, after grabbing the closest leg of the opponents, the wrestler lifts the opponent's leg outwards before swinging forward using the opponent's
momentum and pushing them back. A snag variation lifts the opponent on his own shoulders to carry a wrestling firefighter at u, then lifts his opponent over and has him grab his head before slamming them into a neckbreaker slam. Bobby Roode used his neck-breaking version, which he called Roode Bomb, as a finisher. Firefighter's
takeover performs an Attitude Adjustment (standing firefighter's carry powerslam) on John Cena Kane. There are two versions of the firefighter transport takeover used in professional wrestling. The first amateur borrows wrestling and sees the wrestler kneel on one knee and grab it at the same time one of the opponent's arms with one
arm and the opponent's thigh and other arm. The wrestler then pulls the opponent to his shoulders and rises slightly, using the movement to push the opponent off his shoulders, turning them into a mat towards their backs. The other one looks a lot like a Death Valley driver. The wrestler performs the firefighter's horse from a standing
position, then throws it off his shoulders as his opponent falls to his knees, causing the opponent to lie on his back. The wrestler falls from a higher height, because the standing variant is a higher effect version of movement, and is a movement closely associated with his use as his finishing maneuver with John Cena, he calls Attitude
Adjustment. Another variation sees the movement made by Cena from time to time as the upper or middle rope, Super Attitude Adjustment. Olympic slam Wrestler grabs the opponent's wrist by tying him under his chest, grabs the vein of one of the opponents' legs, then lifts the opponent to his shoulders as he falls backwards. The move
was disseminated and named by Olympic gold medalist Kurt Angle. [3] Samoan drop Jillian Hall setting up to perform Samoan drops on Xandra Bale. In a wrestling firefighter's carrying position, an opponent drops backwards after curtains over his shoulders, pushing his opponent up to the back-to-back mat. With one hand, a swinging leg
hook and twisted version are also possible. The move is most often performed by wrestlers of Samoan descent (usually from an Anoa'i family, including The Rock, Rikishi, Umaga and Roman Reigns (who use the one-handed varient), as well as a pop-up version used by Nia Jax and Usos. A top rope variation was also regularly made by
Scott Steiner, who uses the twisting version of Ronda Rousey as a finisher, searching Piper's Pit. Alley oop Also known as an inverted power bomb or a fallaway powerbomb. The wrestler lifts his opponent, as in a power bomb, sitting on the wrestler's shoulders, sitting on the far vest away from them. The wrestler then falls backwards as
he throws the opponent in the same way and drops them on the mat on his chest. Another version sees the wrestler take the opponent to his shoulders in a powerbomb position and turn the opponent forward and leave the territory on the neck and upper back so that the opponent is thrown backwards as he throws. There is also a bridge
varient. This variation of the package fallaway powerbomb Alley oop sees the wrestler lifting the opponent so that the attacking wrestler sits on his shoulders like a powerbomb. The wrestler then grabs the opponent's head and foresights them into a pack position. From there, the wrestler falls backwards, throws the opponent over his
head, foresights them on his back and down his neck. A bridge variation is also possible. The move was used by Dragon Lee, Kota Ibushi (we both call it the Phoenix-Plex) and used by the former Kevin Steen. Double leg flapjack just like a regular flapjack, however, this sees the wrestler reaching the legs of an opponent instead. From
this point on, the wrestler lifts the opponent up while holding him by both feet and falls backwards, and why throws the opponent to the minion first. Double flapjack is often used to associate with tag sets to perform a death drop. Hotshot is called falling on rival ring ropes so that a hotshot is made of a flapjack. Hot Stuff innovation by Eddie
Gilbert. Stone Cold Steve Austin was used as Stun Gun in his WCW career. Pop-ups are also called a free fall or push-up flapjack. A pop-up attacker is a flapjack who throws vertically into the air without holding on to the opponent, upon facing an opponent rush towards them. Standing attacker or air-in-the-air opponent pop-up is then free
to perform an attack. Examples of attacks by a standing wrestler include making the upper European part of the opponent[4] or catching the opponent and then making a sitout powerbomb. [5] An example of attacks by an air-to-air opponent is a kick to the standing opponent. [6] Tag teams can also take advantage of the pop-up window
by throwing opponents at a teammate who will carry out an attack. Full Nelson Mason Ryan Curt Hawkins Full nelson slam full nelson slam performance In this movement, the attacker places the opponent holding a full nelson and uses it to lift them off the ground. With the opponent in the air, the attacker raises an arm (that is, his
opponent is now half nelson) and why his opponent crashes into the back. Another similar variation, known as a pair of poultry slams, sees the wrestler apply double chickens instead of a full nelson before slamming the opponent. Aron Stevens full nelson version Inverted full nelson slam is also used as reverse full nelson slam, this
variation sees the attacker tuck and slide his arms under the opponent's armpiture and then clutch the opponent's lower jaw. The attacker then lifts the opponent upwards before falling forward and why he slams the opponent in the back. Half nelson slam wrestler stands behind him, slightly to one side and facing the opponent. The
wrestler reaches under one of the opponent's arms with his corresponding arm and places the palm behind the opponent's neck and completes half of it by lifting the opponent's arm into the air. The wrestler then lifts the opponent up, turns and falls forward, why he hits the opponent in the back. The giant swing begins with an opponent
lying on a giant swing mat performing the Cesaro Swing (giant swing) on Cesaro Sin Cara, face, and wrestler at the opponent's feet. Wrestler takes opponent's legs under his arms, similar installation for a manap, but instead turns, spinning around to remove the matte opponent. The attacker can release the opponent to send them flying,
or simply slowly until the opponent returns to the back ground. WWE's Cesaro is using the giant swing as a signature move. This movement of the guillotine drip sees the standing guillotine choking opponent lift and leave the matte opponent, the first of the lower spine. This causes an effect for the entire spine and neck. There is also a
variation that includes a double lower hook that stands instead of guillotine choking. Used by Angel Garza as a Wing Clipper. Gorilla press also known as the military press, the attack wrestler sees the lift up the opponent above their heads with an overhead press used in weight lifting. The attacking wrestler can repeatedly step over the
hill to show off his powers before dropping his opponent. Gorilla press drop The wrestler raises the opponent above their heads with their arms fully extended, then the front or back face falls on the first opponent. These wrestlers were finishers for Chyna and Ultimate Warrior. It is a popular technique for very large wrestlers because it
emphasizes their height and strength. Gorilla press gutbuster is a maneuver in which the user drops the opponent directly in front of them by putting their knees out in front of them. The victim first brings down the stomach or ribs to his knee, making it more effective than the long drop. Gorilla press slam This slam sees a wrestler first raise
his opponent above his head by fully extending his arms, before lowering the opponent's arm under his head, falling that way, flipping over and landing on their backs. This move is also mentioned by the military press. Press the Gorilla key The user drops the opponent and turns them 90 degrees, leaving them on the shoulders facing in
the opposite direction of the attacker, press a gorilla before being driven to the ground maneuvering a spine buster. Goldberg used the move as a signature. Gutbuster A gutbuster is any movement in which the wrestler lifts up his opponent and jumps or drops him so that the opponent's stomach is part of the wrestler's body, usually blows
against the knee. A basic gutbuster is often called a stomach cutter and is actually a backbreaker but the opponent is the same looking in the opposite direction. This similarity with backbreakers is reflected in almost every gutbuster variation, if reversed backbreakers and vice versa. High gutbuster Roderick strong davey richards on a high
gutbuster execution in the final moments. This was a firefighter transport, switching to a common version of gutbuster. This variation of a gutbuster sees an opponent raised to hold the first high lift pass before it fell down for a gutbuster. Taiji Ishimori uses a single sub-hook version, which he calls the Bloody Cross. The fireman's Gutbuster
this is the most common version of elevated gutbuster and the attacking wrestler first sees his opponent lift on his shoulders; A position known as carrying a firefighter, before then raising the opponent on his head at the same time, dropping them down and forcing them to blow the exposed knee down a knee. Former WWE Superstar
Kaitlyn uses it as one of her signature moves. This slight variation uses a modified pair of knee gutbusters and the attacking wrestler falls down their backs while bringing both knees up for opposing terrain. Darren Young used the move as a finisher. WNA wrestler Kyle Mckayal, a second-hand finisher, is naming a jump version of it as
Project Mckayal. Gutbuster drops a high gutbuster, in which an attacking wrestler lifts an opponent to his feet, first lifts an opponent up from his shoulders and falls to his knees, for forging the opponent's stomach to hit the wrestler's shoulder. Rib breaker A rib breaker wrestler is a version of a gutbuster that reaches between one arm and
the opponent's legs and involves scooping up the opponent by reaching around the back from the same side as the other arm. The wrestler then lifts his opponent up so that they are horizontal on the wrestler's body. From here the wrestler falls down a knee, forcing the opponent to stomach/rib-first drop against the wrestler's raised knee.
Headlock takedown Also known as rotating headlock takedown. This shot begins with the wrestler catching the opponent with a side headlock. The wrestler turns and bends his body so that his backs are horizontal against the opponent's torso. The wrestler turns to one side (depending on which hand to catch the opponent) while still
catching the opponent with the headlock. Therefore, the opponent almost hit the forcibly turned wrestler's back (as if the wrestler turned to his sides) then hit him back into the mat first. Headlock driver Dean Ambrose Miz installing his finisher Dirty Deeds (headlock drive). Similar to the Snapmare driver, the wrestler applies a side headlock
before going down to his chest or knees and lying the opponent's head first with a side lock towards his matte chest. This was the original version of the finisher used by Dean Ambrose, known as Dirty Deeds. Ethan Carter III (EC3) uses this as his finisher and he calls One Percenter. Headscissors takedown scissors flying around his
neck, executed during the 2004 Gio-To-Festival in Minden, Germany. This movement is done with the wrestler's legs scissors around the opponent's head, and the wrestler forcibly pushes the opponent forward as he falls to Mat. [7] It is often referred to as Hurricanrana in American wrestling, but due to the lack of a combination of double-
legged wedding fixing, it is the lowering of a standard headscarf. Hand stand headsads This movement is followed by the attacking wrestler, in a handstand position, around the opponent's head with scissors and takedown of his headscarfs. There are multiple types of hand stand headsteaders. For example, in one variation, the attacking
wrestler rolls forward after covering his legs with his yeast around his opponent's head; Another, a rival bassk rolls backwards into a handstand position to follow with ories and takedown. It is usually used by Kalisto and Cedric Alexander. This movement was also popular by Trish Stratus, who used it as a signature movement, called
stratusphere. Tilt-a-whirl headscissors takedown This movement is actually a counter. Usually, the opponent grabs the attacking wrestler (as if doing a sidewalk slam), swings the attacking counters and their bodies upwards, then scissors his legs around the opponent's head, turns around the opponent's body, and swings his legs
downwards, resulting in headscissors takedown. Hurricanrana is widely known as Hurricanrana, the original Spanish name for this maneuver is Huracánrana. It is named after his innovative, Mexican luchador Huracán Ramirez. Sometimes it will be called reverse victory roll, a pair of heads headsteds is takedown that ends with a pair of
legs holding the weddle fixing. [8] [9] (A rana is any pair of leg fives.) There is also a version of somersault called Dragonrana. Frankensteiner This movement is derived from the original hurricanrana. It is defined as a head scissor made against a running opponent. The wrestler jumps on the shoulders of his charging opponent and
performs a back flip. This move varies from the rushes, as the moment the opponent lands, unlike their backs, it will land on their heads. [10] He was named Frankensteiner by Scott Steiner. [11] There is also a variation in this move in which the opponent sits on the top rope, a variation that is also called frankensteiner. Frankensteiner
sees the first kip-up of a grounded wrestler on the shoulders of a standing opponent in another variation, this one wrestler rolls behind his shoulders by bringing his legs up and kicks them forward to build momentum to lift themselves off the ground and standing opponents. Reverse frankensteiner also known as reverse frankensteiner or
poisonous rana, this movement uses a standard Frankensteiner, but instead of the movement facing the opponent's face, it is made looking behind the opponent. Hurricanrana driver Wrestler lands the riots on a sitting or kneeling opponent, causing them to use them first in some matches of mat. Ruby Riott and Kalisto. [12] [13] [14] [15]
Rope-assisted hurricanrana Mickie James katie lea burchill on a rope-assisted hurricanrana performance this maneuver is also known as swinging into the hurricanrana. The attacking wrestler, starting at the corner, Scissors his legs around the opponent (usually an approaching opponent) and top ropes for leverage for swings to perform
the rush. This hurricanrana variation was populared by Mickie James, as he acted himself as Mick-a-rana. Hip toss Wrestler both stand next to the opponent facing in the same direction, and the wrestler hooks the nearest arm behind and under the opponent's nearest seat. The wrestler then quickly lifts the opponent with this arm and
throws it forward, which causes the wrestler to finish the movement by turning the opponent on his back. There is also a variation of the sitout, in which the wrestler builds a normal hip ancestor and lands in a seated position. Iconoclasm This top rope flipping slam sees a wrestler stand under an opponent located on the top turnbuckle,
opening their backs to this opponent while holding the opponent's arms from below, often holding them under the opponent's arm pits. The wrestler then throws the opponent forward as he falls into a seated position, turns the opponent over in mid-air and hits the mat first. [16] [17] Irish whip Gene Snitsky whips Irish whip Brian Kendrick
for turnbuckle. It's also called a hammer shot. A move in which the wrestler grabs one of his opponent's arms and rotators, swinging the opponent into an obstacle, such as ring ropes, turnbuckle or stairs ingesting into the ring. An Irish whip into ring ropes is often used to set the opponent for another technique as he/she leaps off. An Irish
whip into Turnbuckles often sees the opponent stay in the corner, allowing the wrestler to attack a pursuit; the opponent can stand or collapse, usually in a seated position, this attack changes. The occasional use of the Irish whip is to try to hit each corner for the cycle by whipping an opponent in turn. Some professional wrestlers can use
this movement as an advantage by working up to turnbuckle and using a high flying movement. The move was named after him for his relationship with Irish wrestler Danno O'Mahony. Jawbreaker Is a jawbreaker which is part of the wrestler's body, usually any movement of his opponent's jaw slams against the knee, head or shoulder.
The shoulder jaw is also known as the reverse stunner, the wrestler stands facing the opponent, places the shoulder under the opponent's chin and holds the opponent on the ground before falling into a sitting or kneeling position, driving the opponent's jaw into their shoulder. Sitout jawbreaker A standard jawbreaker wrestler (either facing
or not looking at the opponent) places his head under the opponent's chin and holds the opponent on the ground before falling into a sitting or kneeling position, the opponent's jaw is seen driving into the top of the head. Sometimes it is also used by the opponent against a headlock. Main article of stunner: Stunner A stunner one facelock
jawbreaker. This includes an attacking wrestler by applying three quarters of facelock (reaching the back of the opponent's head, thereby pulling the opponent's jaw over the wrestler's shoulder) before falling into a seated position and forcing the defender's jaw to fall on the attacking wrestler's shoulder. The move was innovated by Mikey
Whipwreck and stone cold was popular by Steve Austin. Matt slam a matt slam wrestler is any move that foreses the back of the opponent's head into a headlock or facelock-free mat. If this is used then the movement is considered the type of DDT (if the wrestler falls backwards) or bulldog. Some neckbreakers also slam the back of the
opponent's head against the mat, but the attacker is up against the offensive receiver in a row. A standard matte slam involvs the wrestler grabbing the opponent's hold by the head or hair and pulling back, forcing the opponent's head back into the mat. Belly-to-back reverse matte slam Styles Matt Hardy is preparing to perform styles
clash. Styles performed Styles Clash on Matt Hardy. In a position where the opponent leans forward against the middle part of the wrestler, the opponent is held upside down and rises in the same direction as the wrestler. The wrestler then connects both arms of the opponent using his legs and falls forward, first sewing the opponent's
body into the minion. This movement causes the wrestler to hold his legs under the opponent's arms after he shoots the movement and uses the lower hook technique to turn into a rana-style fixing position on the opponent's back. The move was renewed by Colonel DeBeers and made famous by A.J. Styles. Styles performs the
manoeuvre with a variation, as seen in the photos on the right: he does not tie the opponent's arms before doing the slam, but takes two steps and moves his legs in front of the opponent's arms, making him use his legs to cover his shoulders for a needle. This variant is then used by former WWE Diva Michelle McCool, referring to her
move as Faith Breaker. Cesaro uses a variation called neutralizer and connects the leg of opponents with his arm in a similar way to the pile of the cod. El Phantasmo uses a cross-arm variation called CRII, lifts his opponent up and drops him inside the mat first. Double underhook matt slam The wrestler looks at an opponent, over-hooks
both arms and turns 180°, so that the opponent's head is facing upwards, pressing against the upper back or under one arm of the wrestler. The wrestler then falls behind them, lying the back of the opponent's head and neck inside the mat. Back mat slam Also known as falling back matte slam. This movement begins with the wrestler
standing behind the opponent and then holds the front or neck and then falls on his stomach, first dragging the back of the opponent's head towards the mat. Another variation of this movement sees the wrestler perform a backflip on the top turnbuckle, and as he floats over the opponent, he quickly falls into his stomach to grab the
opponent's head or neck with both hands and complete the slam on the back mat. Sitout rear matte slam Wrestler gets hold of his opponent from behind, either by holding them to the hair or head. The wrestler then jumps backwards and falls into a sitting position, lying on the ground between the legs of the back of the opponent's head.
That was a signature move for Edge, which he called edge-o-matic. A variation sees the wrestler run up the corner turnbuckles, perform a back flip on a chasing opponent, and also hold the head of opponents and perform the slam. This multiplier version of this slamslamdown slamslamdown sees a wrestler apply a sleeper hold of the
opponent, then falls to the ground on the first face, pulling the opponent down with them and driving the opponent back and head to the ground. Heath uses a jump variation of movement. There is also a lifting version, where a wrestler applies to hold a sleeper of the opponent, lifts the opponent up and uses his own acceleration of a
rotating seating sit-out variation of the blade to the ground. The attacking wrestler begins by extending his arm like a run and a lariat takedown, but instead performs a revolution on the opponent's shoulders. This causes the wrestler to get on the opposing arm before lowering his opponent to his cushion and land in a seated position at the
same time. Another variation includes jumping off the ropes before performing the wrestler movement. This move is used by Hiroshi Tanahashi, even with some commentators calling the move a 'Tanahashi' when no one performs it because of how much it is associated with it. Other users include Pentagon Jr, JTG, Seth Rollins, Masato
Yoshino and Finn Bálor, JTG with Also Shout Out search. Tilt-a-whirl mat slam As the name suggests, the wrestler wants to use a tilt-a-whirl to raise the opponent to the first belly-to-belly (pile drive) position, from where the wrestler will drop planting the opponent by placing the mat back into the first. This move of monkey flip, often
referred to as a monkey climb in British wrestling, includes an attacking wrestler standing face-to-face with an opponent, hooking both hands around the opponent's head before bringing them up to both legs then place the opponent's hip/waist feet, hold the head and do the only thing that allows the wrestlers to have a sense of balance in
both wrestlers upright positions. At this point, the attacking wrestler changes his weight so that he foresights the opponent to fall forward with them, only for the attacking wrestler to push it up with his legs and push the opponent forward, on the wrestler's head and back. This movement is most often carried out in a ring corner. This allows
the ring to push opponents across the maximum length, as the balance is easily maintained, as it is easier to climb on an opponent. Muscle hunter Cody Rhodes does Muscle Buster on Seth Rollins. This action is made when an attacking wrestler hooks the legs of both opponents with his arms and squeezes his head next to the opponent
before standing and lifting the opponent, so that he leans against the shoulder of the wrestler who attacks upside down. From this position, the attacking wrestler jumps and falls down the mat, driving the first down mat with the opponent's shoulder down affecting both the opponent's neck and the wrestler's shoulder and mat. You can see
this wrestler standing but getting a forward bent opponent, but usually starts with an opponent sitting in a high position, usually on a top turnbuckle, because they hook and lift when the wrestler is positioned higher and the elevator is easier than an opponent. The movement also has a neckbreaking variation that focuses more on attacking
the opponent's neck. This movement originated in the Kinnikuman squad, originally known as Kinniku Buster (kinniku being Japanese for muscle), with the move ending with the opponent collapsing his neck against the attacking wrestler's shoulder. Samoa Joe used it as one of his finishers (he uses the electric chair version that falls
backwards, twisting the opponent's neck) by 2015, which accidentally injured Tyson Kidd, which ended his wrestling career and nearly paralyzed him, while Ryback uses a different variation as a finisher, called Shell Shocked, where his opponent lifts into position with a fisherman's suplex, tying one of the opponent's legs and lowering
them over the shoulders before running forward. A Samoan drop-esque move. Main article of Neckbreaker: Neckbreaker Neckbreaker has two general categories, neckbreaker only related to the attack of the opponent's neck. A category that breaks the neck is part of the wrestler's body, the type of movement that usually slams the neck
of the opponent against the knee, head or shoulder. A neckbreaker slam is another technique in which the wrestler bends the opponent's neck and throws the opponent to the ground. Batterydriver Main article: Piledriver gives illusions by hitting the opponent's head on the ground, while the properly executed standard piledrive driver has
barely touched the opponent's head on the ground, if ever. The technique is said to have been renewed by Wild Bill Longson. Powerbomb Main item: Powerbomb A powerbomb is a movement that shows the opponent being lifted into the air and then hitting the mat in the back. [18] The standard powerbomb opponent sees it placed in the
standing headrest position (bent forward with its head curled between thigh), the wrestler lifted on his shoulders and hit the mat back first. The move was renewed by Lou Thesz. The move was used as a finisher for wrestlers such as Batista, The Undertaker, Kevin Nash, Chyna, JBL. Powerslam Main Article: Powerslam A powerslam
which is any slam that falls face down on the wrestler opponent performing the technique. The use of the term Powerslam usually means pre-powerslam and scoop powerslam. Pumphandle Pumphandle drops Also known as powerslam falling from a tilt slam or a pumphandle, the wrestler stands behind his opponent and bends them
forward. One of the opponent's arms is pulled back between his legs and held, while the other arm is hooked. The wrestler then lifts his opponent until it is parallel to the wrestler's chest, then throws themselves forward, lying the back of the opponent on the ground with the weight of the wrestler on them. Pumphandle fallaway slam
Wrestler hooks opponent as a pumphandle slam, then the wrestler goes through body movements to slam the fallaway, the opponent's free execution as they enter the culmination of the throw, rather than or simply throw as if executing a fallaway slam. Usually the opponent then adds effort to gain extra rotations in the air for effect or to
make sure you don't get lumps on their side. Pumphandle slam Wrestler stands behind his opponent and bends them forward. One of the opponent's arms is pulled back between his legs and held, while the other arm is hooked (pump lever). The attacking wrestler uses hold to lift the opponent up from his shoulder, while the wrestler
attacking over his shoulder will fall forward to hit the mat opposing opponent before back, normally the powerslam type is a front powerslam that delivers. The movement can also see other variations of a powerslam used, especially in a pavement slam position. Ben Davis and Titus Carell use pumphandle slam as finisher, Davis uses an
implant slam calling plantation punk slam carell uses a rotating slam calling spinerella Slam. Sitout pumphandle slam The wrestler lifts the opponent with a pumphandle slam, but falls into a sitting position and falls between his legs as with a michinoku driver II. Scoop Body slam Body slam directs here. For other uses, see Body impact
(semantic separation). Body impact is a movement in which the wrestler picks up a wrestler and throws the opponent to the ground. When used by himself, this term usually means a very basic variant for a scoop slam. Scoop slam Ivory Trish Stratus set up to perform a scoop slam against her opponent, the wrestler reaches between his
strong arm and his opponent's legs and reaches around the back from the same side as his weak arm. The wrestler lifts his opponent up and flips them over so that the wrestler's arm is handled. Their backs. The wrestler then throws the opponent to the ground so that he lands on his back. The opponent will usually help the slammer by
placing the slammer thigh arms. Shin breaker The wrestler looks a little past the opponent, then squeezes their heads under the opponent's armchair and holds the opponent's close leg, bending exactly. The wrestler then lifts the opponent up and slams them downwards, pushing one of the wrestler's knees towards the opponent's twisted
leg. This movement is used to weaken the leg for a delivery maneuver. [citation required] Shoulderbreaker A shoulderbreaker wrestler is any movement that hits his opponent's shoulder against his body, usually shin or knee. This movement is normally used to weaken the arm for a delivery maneuver or to make it more difficult for the
opponent to throw from a possible pinfall attempt. The most common version sees the wrestler open the opposite opponent and leave the wrestler on the knee first on the shoulder-first of the first opponent. It is usually held above the shoulder of the opposing wrestler for what is sometimes called an inverted shoulder breaker, either in a
powerslam position or, less commonly, in an inverted powerslam position. This movement of snake eyes sees the standing wrestler places down the opponent's stomach on his shoulder so that they both look in the same direction. The attacking wrestler then drops his opponent to turnbuckle or ropes for the first time. This transaction is
most commonly used by undertaker. Johnny Gargano uses a variation called Lawn Dart and throws the opponent's face at the second turnbuckle. Snapmare With the wrestler turning his back on his opponent, he applies a three-quarter face lock (also known as a tie) and pulls the opponent forward, either kneeling or bending, leaning
down his shoulder and returning to the minion first. Another variation, sometimes called flying mare, sees the wrestler pull the opponent by the shoulder before hitting him on the shoulder. [7] Rolling snapmare This variation sees the face lock application with the takeover of the opponent, but instead of the wrestler staying stable, it rolls
with the opponent's momentum. Snapmare driver Snapmare's high impact variation falls to the wrestler's chest or knees instead of flipping the opponent over and pushes the opponent's head towards his matte chest first, a three-quarter face lock very similar to a cutter. There is also an inverse variation of this movement. However, the
wrestler holds his opponent's head in a back-to-back position before making the move. Adam Rose used it as a Party Foul. Melina used the move after returning in 2010, and in particular won her second Diva title at SummerSlam 2010. Snapmare neckbreaker Snapmare and falling subjugated high impact combination. The wrestler is
back. he applies a three-quarter facelock and then pulls the opponent forward, turning it over his shoulders, before turning to the neckbreaker setting. It was briefly used as a signature by Tyson Kidd. Spinebuster The wrestler begins by confronting his opponent and then grabs them at the waist, lifts them up and then either slams the
opponent to the ground or throws them forward to their backs as they land on top of them. Although it can be used to a fixed opponent, usually against an attacking opponent, the shot is made stronger by using the opponent's own momentum. Double leg slam Hardcore Holly conducting Alabama Slam. Also called the Alabama Slam. This
variation of the spine begins with the wrestler facing the opponent. The wrestler grabs and grabs the opponent by the waist or both legs and lifts the opponent so that he either rises vertically from the mat (both legs holding on to the wrestler's shoulders) or holds both legs of the opponent (belly to position from the back) while looking at the
wrestler's back while looking at the wrestler's back. The wrestler then throws the opponent's head, throwing both legs forward, and the opponent is rear-ended. A sitout or reverse version is also possible. The move was popular with Hardcore Holly and was named his fictional hometown of Talladega and later Mobile, Alabama. Sitout
spinebuster Titus O'Neil Heath begins to face the wrestler opponent by conducting the Titus (Sitout spinebuster) Clash on Slater. He then sits on his opponent's waist or under the arms, lifts him up and throws him forward to his back, or throws him to the ground as he falls into a seated position. [17] The wrestler held on to the opponents'
legs for a pin-fall trial. This movement is used by Titus O'Neil as a finisher. A slight variation is the sitout side slam spinebuster that is lifted like a side slam of the opponent but fell into a sitout spinebuster. [19] This version of the rotating spinebuster sees the wrestler lifting the opponent, turning 180°, and then slamming him forward on his
back or slamming him down during landing on top of him. Usually a charge is made against the opponent, using the opponent's own acceleration to make it throw stronger, but it can also be done against a fixed opponent. Innovative and popular with Arn Anderson, this release is also known as a Double A Spinebuster in tribute to
Anderson. This variation of the propuls spinebuster Spinebuster sees the opponent lift by their waist as the standard version of the wrestler, but then place the dominant hand on the opponent's chest to bump them, a similar chokeslam. Also standing next to the wrestler opponent, grab the waist like a side slam and then hook there is a
variation of this movement leg with his free arm before lifting and bumping the opponent. The version variation was popular with Ron Simmons. Suplex Main article: Suplex A suplex amateur suplex is the same, a shot that includes a belt/either cresting or side twisting bridge, so the opponent hit back-first mat. Although there are many
variations, you can also resort to period suplex (without qualifying) especially vertical suplex. Trips and sweeping Armbar legsweep The wrestler stands next to his opponent on both sides, crosses his arms against the opponent's opposite hand in front of him (as if the wrestler is standing next to the opponent, and uses his right arm, for
example, they cross against the opponent's left arm, and vice versa). From this point on, the wrestler places his leg in front of the opponent's opposing leg and falls backwards, causing the opponent's arm to hit the minion. Cobra clutch leg sweep The wrestler places the opponent in the cobra clutch, then stops on one side of the opponent,
hooks the nearest foot behind the opponent's nearest leg and throws themselves backwards, forcing the opponent back to the ground. Double leg takedown See also: Double leg takedown Intent is a fight to force the opponent on the back by fighting them in their waist or upper thigh. This usually includes grabbing the opponent with both
arms on the opponent's legs, while holding the opponent's close chest, and using this position to force the opponent to the ground . Dragon screw legwhip Dragon screw legwhip (or just Dragon screw) is a legwhip that grabs a wrestler opponent's leg and keeps the mat parallel while looking at each other. The attacking wrestler then turns
the leg inward, which upsets the opponent's balance, causing him to bend in the air and drop them to the ground with a turning motion. The wrestler used by the Ace Hiroshi Tanahashi Drop-hold of this Universe falls to the ground, placing a foot in front of the opponent's ankle and the other at the back of the calf. This causes the opponent
to fall to the ground first. It is sometimes used illegally to force a competitor into a chair or other raised weapon; It is also sometimes used to force the face-first into an opponent turnbuckles, instantly stunning them. Half nelson legsweep the wrestler stands behind him, slightly to one side and facing the opponent. With his corresponding
arm, the wrestler reaches under one of the opponent's arms and places the palm on the opponent's neck, forthing the opponent's arm into the air (half nelson). The wrestler then uses the other arm to pull the opponent's other arm to the back of the opponent's head, so that both opponents' arms are fixed. The wrestler then hooks the
opponent's close leg and throws themselves back, pushing the opponent back to the ground. Arm-Trap Beşik Somersault STO Wrestler Faces The opponent ducks under the arm of the nearest opponent to them, wraps his arm closest to the opponent's waist and then quickly flips forward while sweeping the opponent's leg, so he drops
the opponent on the back and endes with a fiver needle. [20] [21] [22] The move was renewed by Madoka as Ranhei. It was also popular with Kofi Kingston, who calls S.O.S. Russian legsweep Damien Sandow a Russian Legsweep performance on Rob Van Dam. It is also known as a side Russian legsweep and is called a neckbreaker
by Gorilla Monsoon. This is clear to the opponent, where a wrestler stands side by side with the opponent and slightly behind him, looks in the same direction and reaches behind the opponent's back to hook the opponent's head, extends the opponent's closest arm, then hooks the opponent's leg and pulls the opponent's foot back. There
is also a jump variation of Russian legsweep, which is similar to execution in these bouncing reverse STO and different modified versions of the movement. The forward Russian legsweep wrestler grabs the opponent by the arm and grabs his arm and goes behind him while hooking the opponent's leg. The wrestler then bends the
opponent's back and slams his face against the mat. Forward Russian legsweep Jeff Jarrett began using manoeuvre as a finisher in the late 1990s and became popular by stroke calls. Full nelson forward Russian legsweep Forward a slight variation of Russian legsweep, the wrestler then places them in a full nelson before the opponent
approaches and hooks the leg. The wrestler then falls to the front in almost the same way, and why does his opponent hit the minye for the first time? The most important practitioner of this variant is Miz, who calls the act Skull Crushing Final and has used it as a finisher since August 2009. The three-quarter facelock Russian legsweep
wrestler stands in front of him, far away and looking a little at one side of the opponent. The wrestler then reaches behind them and applies three quarters of facelock to the opponent. The wrestler then ties the opponent's close leg to his own leg and sweeps his leg, at the same time throwing themselves back so that his opponent drives to
the ground (with the weight of the wrestler on them) and squeezes the opponent's neck. See also schoolboy sweep: Pin (professional wrestling) § Schoolboy This technique gives the name of the school height lump and the wrestler gets behind his opponent, falls to his knees, puts his hands on the opponent's legs, hooks the opponent's
hips, and pulls backwards. This pulls the opponent backwards with his straightened and trapped legs, for forering the opponent to fall flat on the ground, over the wrestler. STO STO (Space Tornado Ogawa) is a sweep that wraps an arm around a wrestling opponent's chest and sweeps the opponent's leg Slam your own leg back to the
first other wrestler. This can also be a lariat-legsweep combination to bring down the opponent. This is also a frequent move in Judo and other fighting arts. This maneuver can be used in running and standing. Innovation by Japanese silver medalist judoka Naoya Ogawa.Used by Evil as Evil. Chokehold STO Shelly Martinez fts execution
(chokehold STO) on Alexia Nicole. This movement is a STO that the wrestler wants to apply a chokehold with one hand before sweeping the leg of his first opponent. Alexa Bliss uses it as a signature move, normally followed by repeated stomps supported by her rope. This variation of front face lock STO STO sees the attacker apply a
front facelock to his opponent and sweep the opponent's leg and fall forward, landing on the opponent's neck and shoulders. There is also a pin variation where the attacker applies the front face lock because it slightly covers the opponent. Known as reverse STO Good Complete Shot or Flatliner, this is a movement in which a wrestler
stands side by side and slightly behind the opponent, facing in the opposite direction, and reaches the opponent's chest with one arm around the opponent's torso and holding the other hand down behind the opponent's head. The wrestler then falls backwards, dragging the opponent towards the minye first. The wrestler can also cross his
leg before hitting the reverse STO between the opponent's leg, with this slight variation known as reverse STO on a leg hook. Renewed by Gedo. Arm trap reverse STO This move sees the wrestler standing side by side with the opponent, stinging his arm behind the opponent's head at a 90° angle and putting his close leg in front of the
opponent's nearest leg. The wrestler then pushes the opponent forward and quickly pulls them backwards, the opponent confronts each other first as the attacker lands on his back. Raised reverse STO In this variation, the wrestler first locks the opponent to a standard Reverse STO lock, then sees the opponent and puts his ankles on a
high surface (usually top rope, turnbuckle or barricade outside the ring), the wrestler then falls backwards and why puts the opponent on the mat first. Another variation of this movement, including standing on the apron outside the opposing ring, and the attacking wrestler grabs the first opponent and pulls him on the top rope until the
opponent matches the ankles, the attacking wrestler then falls backwards, driving the opponent face first into the mat. Tommaso Ciampa used the NXT TakeOver move: toronto in a match against Scott Dawson. Gory Special Swinging Reverse STO Wrestler locks a back-to-backbreaker delivery (better known as Gory Special) and then
falls into a Swinging Reverse STO. Weapon X. Leaping by Brian Cage is popular as a variation of reverse STO, see a side-right jump in this motion wrestler And don't grab his head before falling backwards on the minye, his opponent face-first planting. The move was used by various professional wrestlers, including Mil Muertes
(Flatliner), Shelton Benjamin (Paydirt), Montel Vontavious Porter (Game of the Day/305) and R-Truth (Lil' Jimmy). Reverse STO removal Is a slight variation of reverse STO, this movement sees a wrestler perform exactly the same setup but falls back immediately instead, making it similar to a flapjack, lift the opponent before dropping
them before they face into the mat. Renewed by Chris Canyon. Baron Corbin's finisher is a variant of this movement called End of Day if Angelina Love uses a signature (previously a finisher) movement called Lights Out. Another variation of this movement includes the wrestler setting the opponent to hold a pump arm and then using a
pump lever lift that lifts them into motion execution. Pete Dunne uses this variation as a finisher he previously called Drop Dead but is now known as the Bitter End. Reversing STO's back sto, the move sees a wrestler grab his opponent by the neck and bend over backwards. The wrestler then swings his opponent, and bray Wyatt uses
this maneuver as the finisher he calls Sister Abigail. NJPW wrestler Switchblade uses a variation called Jay White Blade Runner. Knux, a former WWE superstar, calls it Knuxout. See also Professional wrestling professional wrestling attacks Professional wrestling aerial techniques Professional wrestling double team maneuvers
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